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• Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs) prominently contributed to the
elaboration of energy scenarios and future mitigation pathways

• While the feasibility of 1.5°C scenarios call for an energy demand to
decarbonize that is as low as possible, to extent of additional energy needs of
adaptation has been overlooked

• Lacking long-run adaptation and focusing on residential demand
underestimates the additional adaptation energy needs

• The adaptation-energy feedback is rarely included in up-to-date energy
scenarios and mitigation pathways

1. State of the Art



2. The WITCH model

• Hybrid model: Macro-economic structure is 
hard-linked to the energy sector

• Scale: global, 17 regions
• Economy: top-down intertemporal optimal 

growth model, dynamic, perfect foresight
• Energy: bottom-up description of 

technological options.
• Endogenous technical change – Learning-

By-Doing and Learning-By-Researching
• Climate: damage feedback via 

temperature change
• Strategic: non cooperative interactions 

between regions



2. WITCH adaptation-energy feedback loop



3. Results
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3. Results
Additional generation capacity by technology 

The addit ional pressure posed on power generat ion by the increase in electricity101

demand result in a scale-up of both fossil-based and renewables capacity, as well as102

of storage capacity. The addit ional new generat ion capacity required in the next103

few decades for adaptat ion comprises both fossil-based and renewable generat ion.104

Renewables and storageconst itutemost of theaddit ional new capacity in thesecond105

half of the century across all scenarios (Supplementary Figure S3, panel a). The106

share of the addit ional coal, oil and gas capacity on the total addit ional capacity107

required to fulfill adaptat ion needs (Panel b) ranges from 85% (Reference) to 80%-108

65% (Policy scenarios) in 2030, from 40% to 20%-10% in 2050 and up to 10% in109

2100 in the Reference.110

Figure 3: Addit ional generat ion capacity by technology. The upper panel shows the annual addi-

t ional new capacity required required to fulfill adaptat ion needs by each technology. The technolo-

gies whose annual addit ional new capacity was not affected have been excluded from the panels.

The lower panels shows the share of the addit ional technologies’ capacity on the total addit ional

capacity.
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Share of coal, oil and gas on the 
additional capacity mix:

• 2030: from 85% (Reference) 
to 80%- 65% (Carbon tax 
scenarios)

• 2050: from 40% (Reference) 
to 20%-10% (Carbon tax 
scenarios)

• 2100: up to 10% in the 
Reference



• We find that adaptation directly affects the shape and the costs of
mitigation pathways.

• IAMs ignoring energy system costs and environmental implications of rising
adaptation needs underestimate the benefits of mitigation policies.

• Failing to rapidly rise the ambition of mitigation policy means that
adaptation will exacerbate the lock-in into polluting fossil-fuel generation.

• Climate adaptation interacts with the co-benefits of mitigation: as the new 
fossil-based generation would increase air pollution. 

• Regional results have a bearing on climate policy design if a different policy 
instrument (emission trading schemes with initial allocations) is adopted. 

4. Conclusions and policy implications



Thank you!
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3. WITCH adaptation-energy feedback loop

Extreme temperature indicators (ETI)

• Empirically estimated reduced-form relationship between ETIs and 
annual average temperature (country-year panel).

• WITCH projects regional ETIs from the future regional temperature level.



3. WITCH adaptation-energy feedback loop

Energy demand shocks (implementation)

The energy (EN) shocks are implemented through changes in 
electricity (EL) and fuels’ (NEL)  productivity in the production tree:



Additional results
Adaptation to future climate change will need more energy 

Electricity

Gas & Liquids



Additional results
Adaptation directly affects emissions and carbon prices 



Additional results
Adaptation affects power generation costs 


